Univers Committee Recommends Abolition Of Fraternity System

A committee to survey fraternities at the University has recommended that the present system be eliminated.

The committee, composed of seven faculty members, has proposed a substitute plan which vaguely resembles the existing one but is set up at Princeton there. In the new proposal there is a provision for bickering similar to Princeton's.

Under the revised program, individual fraternities will be abolished by September, 1965.

This program includes plans for construction of a large dining hall with 40 private dining rooms for men's fraternities. The dining hall will be located at 16th and Spruce Streets in the central area.

Unlike the private eating house which the University new program provides for dormitory suites proportionate to the size of each fraternity.

In submitting its recommendations, the committee stated that new program would benefit not only the University, but also individual fraternities and the fraternity system as a whole.

The committee considers that the long-range development program of the University will require the modification of at least 23 fraternity houses to provide for parking facilities.

In an effort to reduce the number of new fraternities and the fraternities of acquiring new real estate for fraternity purposes, the committee has prepared the dorm-facility system.

The decision of accepting the process of keeping fraternity system only the minimum contact between fraternities and the University, it would probably require the de- nunciation of pledging until the sopho- more year of the prospective pledge.

The decision to approve or dis- approve the new proposal will be subject to be International Board of the University's House of Trustees.

Rev. Divine Accepts Chair Of Theology

The Reverend M. J. Divine has accepted the newly established Chair of Theology, in the Department of Religion, held by Professor P. Hartness, president of the University at a banquet in the Divine Hotel.

Before Divine, whose titles in- clude doctorates in divinity and metaphysics and pastor of the Universal Peace Mission Movement, which leaders the Jewish faith, the Christian movement and all religions, resided in North Philadelphia.

He will offer two three-credit units for the fall semester.

The first course will be Brotherhood 100, an introductory course to the study of the Bible. A second course will be Brotherhood 200, an introductory course to the study of the Bible. Only those students who have been in the Brotherhood 100 course may enroll in the course.

A third course is being planned for the spring semester of 1965. This course will be Brotherhood 300, open only to juniors and seniors.

The second will be a four-credit seminar type, with three hours of lab and two hour of lecture.

The University of Pennsylvania has announced the establishment of a group participation in peace education on all educational levels, both national and international, Dr. Frank S. Ehrlich, professor of psychology, 200 and 200 may be taken as elec- tives or as group requirements in any of the four requirements.

Ford Complete Negotiations: Franklin Field To Be Leased

Plans to lease Franklin Field during the summer have been announced by Jeremiah F. Ford, director of athletics at the University, who has called the transaction one of the foremost of the summer. Negotiations are essentially complete and the lease will go into effect immediately.

Contract negotiations have been in progress for over twenty months, with the Philadelphia Athletics Board for the perpetuation of Bull Fighting, and a mutually satisfac- tory and remunerative contract is in the works. The Board has always been interested in the prominent pugilists who have handled the matter.

P. A. P. B. F., a downtown organization, has had a strong influence in the founding of the Franklin Field. In 1869, it issued The Daily Penn, which was the mouthpiece of the Franklin Field. The association was formed for the purpose of the upkeep of the field. The association has been at its present location for 200 years.

The University officials have agreed to make arrangements for all games to stage them in the manner best calculated to attract the maximum number of spectators. The games are expected to draw large crowds and the opening event will be held on the first week of October.

The University Field will be used by the Franklin Field Club and the University officials have agreed to make all arrangements for the University's use of the field. The games will be played at 12:30 and 3:00 p.m. on Saturdays.
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Happy Easter Dept

The Easter Egg

Will the Easter Bunny come money, will?"

"Yes, he can, dear,"

"And will he bring me some --- colored eggs?"

"Oh no, dear, --- colored eggs would never be proper. They might have bad influence."

This disappointed the little boy very much because to him there was nothing in the world quite as wonderful as an Easter egg, and this individualism would be stifled by this proposal. We think this is ridiculous, and we also feel that there is an ulterior motive behind this agitation.

The Daily Pennsylvanian urges quick action on this proposal, as, in the recent offer to endow the University with a professorship of taxation, a delayed reaction might come too late.

Philby Phables

CAMPUS: Big, bad things in Bennett Lounge to-night, with Jolly Roll Martin appearing in person, playing on Fenderhype and Effects of Jolly Roll Martin, sponsored by the Schaefer Brewing folks, will be featured on the stage. Also notable are Sidney Callcott and Boots Smith, an expert in Fuddilogg.

Shots of the Library and of College Hall are preparing for the big Fontaine Thrashing that this P.M. The contest is being staged to raise money for the proposed foreign exchange scholarship to Harvard, and, as Director of Libraries Ken Stilson has said: "You, mate, I'm just gonna knock this right round a proper geezer. I got them uphill position but we got them speak." President Proctor Howar was lecturing in his lecture and unfamiliar able for comment.

Lessor light: Filibusters's big tapas party should be a gas. Highlighting affairs will be Eulogy's searching analysis of Central High v. the World The Cocktails, a prop of any sally bumble map, is placing a spring form. Name: Gallery of Grim. All remaining candidates should hit watch smoker, Editor Larry Garlick predicting. Big, but HI Delores this ever; Malcolored Faith v Alice Crystal hopper on Bravo Young Ships.

PAMPAS: The downtown pampas is the scene of much action this week. The Luthean Church finds the Three Stumpies making happy surprise; they have made Saint Paul Church sponsored Shark Mandela Fingerdutch: "I've got a song in my heart and a frog on my nose." Local cinema finds Joe the Last Eppol, Separate Berth, Daisy of Ann Canid, and Some Close Coming held forth at the Fox, Jackson, Lynx, and Panther Theatres respectively.

Our transient legit theater this week hosts Szaboinks (translated from English: William Saroyan). Starring are Sense Horakari and Tibetali. Be on the lookout for the big league musical Gasp to arrive soon. Heart Eisel Mermaid will founder loudly in this place.

Cultural tidbit of the day: Mayor Richardson Dilly will present and speak in his collection of Baubles, Beadies and Brandies. This will help illustrate: "This is the spells system," says Dilly.

The Daily Pennsylvanian, a Faculty amateur publication. Published when the light is good by and for the Main Staff members of the University.

The True and Typical Case of Chatsworth Osceola

You all know, of course, that every engineering student is raising fabulous offers from dozens of corporations, but do you know just how fabulous these offers are? Do you have any idea how widely the corporations are competing? Let me tell you how the typical case of Chatsworth Osceola is a case of a typical student.

Chatsworth, walking across the M.T.S. campus one day last week, was hailed by a man sitting in a yellow convertible studied with precious gem stones. "Hello," said the man, "I'm Mr. Osceola of the Sidney Benton and Bushing Company. Do you like this car?"

"Yes, boy," said Chatsworth.


Siddos pressed a button on the dashboard of his convertible and the trunk opened up and out came a noble madness with golden hair, flawless features, a perfect disposition, and his appendix already removed. "This is Laurel Gehuling," said Siddos. "Would you like to marry her?"
**City Prohibits Crew Regattas On Schuylkill**

**by Jack Kelly**

Penn's crew will be denied the use of the Schuylkill River this spring because of a statement issued last Saturday by the Philadelphia Park Commission in a statement issued last Saturday. The Park Commission gave several reasons for its decision. Presentiment among these was that the city could not spare enough enough rowers from their automobile latching duties to keep anyone that competency rowedbottom on the anniversity of Skinner's devis could be adequately quelled. Alleagiance was the fact that Temple University's crew does not use the river, and the city cannot make part of any of its institutions of higher learning.

---

**Who Said It First?**

by Jock Jr.

"LOVE IS BLIND" Next to the Bible, Shakespeare is the richest source of common quotes. He's responsible for this one, too. See his "Merchant of Venice," Act I, Scene 3: "But love is blind, and lovers cannot see/Their own faults in their own faces.""PUT IT IN YOUR PIPE" No, Sir Walter Raleigh didn't originate this smoker's challenge. It was R. H. Barham, in "The Lay of St. Odille": "For this you've my word, and I never yet broke it. So put that in your pipe, My Lord Otto, and smoke it."

---

**New Purchases Ease Burden Of Golfers**

In a measure somewhat negligible to improve the golf team's record, the staff has purchased several golf clubs in the last few days. This move was made after the players got around the links with a minimum of success.

Sporadically the usually electrically charged 1939 Curtis Cup has flared up this season. After much investigation, the Philadelphia 1939 Gauginers. They felt that the noise of the tournament would be more in keeping with the rich League tradition of the University.

---

**Penn To Build Track Stadium**

According to reliable sources, construction of the ultra-modern Pennsylvania Memorial Track and Field Arena will commence within the next few months. The Daily Pennsylvanian learned today.

With the construction side homeing so near in the future, two major problems will arise: the Bulldozer and Grounds crew which will fill the major part of the contract, and the work on the stadia. First, the proposed site of the building is slightly upon the ground of the slightly priced Wharton School of Finance and Commerce, and second, they have yet to find the person in whose memory the memorial Arena will be dedicated.

Frank, Lieder Moreau, chief architect of the track and field palace has announced that many difficulties are conjectured in planning stadiums such as this have been eliminated through the concepts of modern architectural design.

Accordant to the architect, the warm surface for the track will allow the outside of the arena due to lack of spectator interest in the long distant running events. The motor speed and hurdle events will be conducted on the pole-valued and broad jump surfaces for both increased spectator interest and speed.

---

**Jockey T-Shirts**

The most respected, creative name in underwear is Jockey brand. It stands to reason, then, that Jockey brand T-shirts are unmatched for quality as well as styling. You can choose from standard T-shirt, "taper-tee" shirt, sleeveless l-shirt, and V-neck T-shirt models. Every man needs a drawer full of T-shirts —and the label to look for is Jockey brand. Let it guide you to the world's finest underwear.

**WHO SAID IT FIRST?**

A column of incidental intelligence by Jockey brand

Who said it first? A series of forum meetings

---
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PENN DROPS TENNIS; STARS LEAVE SCHOOL
The University of Pennsylvania has announced that Penn has decided to drop tennis as an intercollegiate sport as of this season. The administration has decided to do this due to the fact that home racing has now become a recognized University sport.
When coach Wallace Johnson announced this University decision to the members of his tennis squad, John Mangus, Howie Friedl, Claude Bice, Bert Berthuk, Bob Robbins and Ken Lehman all transferred out of Penn to greener pastures.
However, it was learned that Eddie Arceneaux, Howard Grant, Bill Hartack and Willie Shoemaker had all applied to the University of Pennsylvania for next year.
The land which was to be used for the new tennis courts will now be used to build pete’s living quarters. The University has decided to convert Weigmann Hall into a dormitory.
The Penn tennis season will open up this Saturday, with the Robert L. Tavarni Foundation on the Franklin Field oval.

THE TAREYTON RING MARKS THE REAL THING!

Weekly Dances
Starting Sunday, April 5th
Time — 7-11 p.m.
NEWMAN HALL
28TH AND SPURCE STREETS

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING • APPLIED PHYSICS • MECHANICAL, METALLURGICAL, AERONAUTICAL AND CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Systems Analysis • Inertial Guidance • Computer Equipment • Instrumentation • Telemetering • Fluid Mechanics • Heat Transfer • Aerodynamics • Propellants

U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
April 2nd

THE REAL THING IN MILDNESS... THE REAL THING IN PINE TOBACCO TASTE!
New Dual Filter Tareytons are fast becoming a big smoke on U.S. campuses! Just take a look. You’ll see. And why are they so popular? Just take a puff. You’ll see.

NEW DUAL FILTER Tareyton

Product of The American Tobacco Company — "Tareyton is our mild smoke"